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It is not difficult to set antitheses against the

conclusions of tie preceding three chapters. Agsilst the

objectivity that is based on intelligent inquiry and

critical reflection, there stands the ,inquestioling orien-

tation of extroverted biological consciousness and its

'uncritical survival not only in dramatic and pritctical

living hut alJo in nuch of ftailosciphic thought. Against

the concrete Tliverse of being, of all that can be intelli-

gently grasped arid reasonably affirmed, there stands in a

Trior completeness the world of &else, in :111.ch the "real"

znd the "apparent fl are subdivisimns 'within a. vitally antici-

pted "already out there noel, Against the self-affirmation

of a consciousness that at once is empirical, intellectuals

amd ratiTnal, there stands the native bewilderment of the

existential subject, revolted by mere animality, unsure of

his way through the maze of philosophies, trying to live

without a known purpose, suffering despite an unmotivated

'ells threatened with inevitable death and, before deaths

4th disease and even insaility.



The peculiarity of these antitheses is not to be

Overlooked, They are not mere conflicting propositions.

They are not pare logical alternatives, of which one is

simply true and the ot!asr is utterly false. But in each

case both the thesis and the antithesis have their ground

in the concrete unity-in-tension that is man, For human

consciousness is polymorphic. The pattern in which it flaws

may be biological, aesthetic, artistic, dramatic, practical,

intellectual, or mystical. These patterns alternate; they

blend or mix; they can interfere, conflict, lose their way,

break down. The intellectual pattern of experience is sup-

posed and expressed by our account of self-affirmation of

being) and of objectivity. But no man is born in that pattern;

no one reaches it easily; no one remains in it permanently;

and when some other pattern is dominant, then the self of

our self-affirmiation seems quite different from one's actual

self, the universe of being seems as unreal as Plato's noetic

. heaven, and objectivity spontaneously becomes a matter of

meeting persons and dealing with things that are "really out

there.

Not merely are the antitheses based on the poly-

morphic fact or a protean consciousness, but initially there

is the bewiliering fact without the clear antitheses. To

reach that sharp formulation, it was necessary for us to be-

gin from insight) to study its functioning in mathematics,

in empirical science, and in common sense, to turn to reflec-

tive understanding and judgment, and throughout to avoid

involvement in obviously pressing problems on the nature of
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knowledgq, or reality, and of .the relation betreon them.

Sven in unrolling the process that enis in salt-affirmation,

re were unprep6red to say whether affimming the F,elf as

knowing the self, Affirming the self became knoring the

elf inaotuch as i:noving being was seen to be affirming it;

ariA knowing being became objective knowing through a grasp

of the aature of experiential, nolcative, absolute, and

the consequent -principal. objectivity.

If iacluar anl sharp formultion or the anti-

theses oecnrs o,Ay at tlie and of a long awl difficult in-

quiry, still that inquiry today is prepared and supported

in a mariner anattainable in earlier centuries. The develop-

ment of mthematics, th mLturity of sow branches of empir-

ical science, the investigations of doptth psychology, the

interest in historical theory, the epistemological problems

raised by Descartes, by Hume, anii by Kant, th conceltration

of molem philosophy unon cognitional analysis, all serve to

facilitate and to illnmine au investiEation of tlo mind of

men. But if it is possible for later ages to reap the har-

vest of earlier so.Ang, still before that sowing and during

it, there was ao harvest to be reaped,

tt is not too su:rprising, then, that the philo-

sophies. have beert many, contradictory, and disparate. For

surpriser=?ly ro:presses the mistaken assurvtion that the

task of philoliol)hy lies in the observation or utterance of

some simple entity by some simple mind. In fact, the mind is

polymorphic; it has to master its own manifold before it can

determine what utterance is, or v1-at is uttered, or what is

the relalion between the two and then it does so, it finds
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its own complexity at the root of antithetical  solutions.

From the welter of ccriflictiing philosophic definittones and

from the Babel of endless philosoohic arguments, it has been

concluded that the object of'philOsophy either does net ex-

ist or cannot be attained. But this conclusion disregards

two facts. On the one hand, the phtlosophers hnve been men

of exceptional acumen and profundity. On the other hand, the

many, contradictory, disparate philosophies can all be con-

tributions to the clarification of some basic but polymor-

phic fact; because the fact is basic, its implications ranee

over the universe; but because it Ls polyorphic, its alter-

native forms ground diverse sets or implications.

Such is the vim to he developed in the present
-e,akode

account of the,dlialeectIta of philosophy. As in our remarks

on mathematics, on empirical scienee, and on common sense,

so also here, the oae object of our inquiry is the nature and

fact of insight, 'Philosophers and philosophies enga!7e our

attention inasmuch as they are instances and products of

inquiring intelligence anI reflecting reasonableness. It is

from this viewpoint that there emerges a unity not at-A:sr of

origin but also of goal in their activities; and this two-

fold unity is the ground for finding in any, given =Philosophy

a significance that can extend beyond the philosopher's

horizon and, even in a manner he did not expect, pertain to

the permanent development of the human mind.

The possibility of Contradictory contributions

to a single goal is, in its nmin Unes, already familiar to

the reader. Besides the direct Insights that grasp the sys-

tematic, there are also the inverse insights that deal pith
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thermn-systematic. As both types or insight axe needed by

the mathemtician, th elnpirical scientist, the depth pay—

chcaogist, and the theorist of history, so also both tyoes

are needed by tivp philosopher. Moreover, inasmuch as the

philosopher employs botl . direct and inverse insights in his

survey and estimate of the philoso7ihic process, his mind and

grasp become the single goal in thich contradictory contri-

butions attain their complex uAty. F1na11y,'th,1 heuristic

structure of that unity admits determination throa4h the

principle that positions invite development and counter-

positions invite reversal. This principle we raw must elpOsing.

First, in any philosophy, it is possible to

distinguish between its cognitional theory and, on the otInex

haild, its prououncements on metaphysical, ethical, and theo—

logical issues, let us name the cognitional tIleory the basis,

and the oth,77T pronouncements the expension•

Secondly, there are tvo aspects to the basis.

On the one hand, cognitional theory is determined by an

apTeal to the data of consciousness and to the historical

development of human knowledge. On the other hand, the t)r-

mulation of coguitional theory cannot be complete unless

none stand is taken on basic issues in philosophy.

Thirdly, the inevitable philosophic com-

ponent, immanent in the formulation of cognitional theory-,

will be either a basic position or else a basic counter-

position.

It will be a basic position, 1) if the real.

is the concrete universe at being and not a sultlivision or

tIie "already out there ncite; 2) if the subject becomes kawn
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when it affirms itself inteUigently anl reasonably and so

is not known yet in any 7)rior "existential', state; or 3) if

objectivity is conceived as a consequence of intelligent

inquiry and .critical reflection, and not as a property of

vital anticipation, extroversion, and satisfaction.

On th,i) other hand, it will ba a basic counter-

position, if it contradicts one or more of the basic psi-

tions.

FaIrthly, any ohilosophic pronoincement on any

epistemological, metaphysical, ethical, or theological issue

will be named a position if it is coherent vdlth tho basic

positions on the real, on ;,..Now....ng, and oa objectivity; and

it viaLbe named a couter-position if it„ceherent with one

or more of the basic counter-positions.

Fifthly, all counter-positions invite reversal.

For any lack of coherence prompts the intelligent and reason-

able inquirer to introduce coherence. But counter-positions,

though coherent with one another, though the inserticm of

their symbolic equivalents into an electronic computr would

not lead to a break-down, none the less are incoherent with

the activities of grasping them intelligently and affirming

them reasonably. For these activities cocitain the basic

' positions; anel th,) basic positions are in.cohcrent vith any

counter-position. One can grasp and accept, propose end de-

fend a counter-position; but that activity conmits one to

grasping ani accepting one's grasping and accepting; and that

commitment involves a grasp and acceptance or thu basic posi-

tions. The only coherent way to maintain a counter-pos=0n

Is that of the animal; for animals not only do not speak but

0
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also do not offer excuses fool' their silence.

Sixthly, all positions invite development. For

they are coherent not only rith or.10 vlotner but also -with

tho activities of inquiring intelligence and reflective

reasonableness; because these activities  are coherent with

existing attainment, their exercise is possible; because

existing attainment is incomplete, further development is

invited.

A simple example	 clarify tie meaning of

the foregoing abstract statements. Let us say that Cartesian

dualism co	 both a basic 77losition and a-basic colnter-

position. Th basic position in the Ycogito, ergo sum"-and,

as Descartes did not endow it vith th,: clarity anl precisiom

that are to be desired, its further development is invited

by such questions as, What is the self? Yhat Is thinking?

Mhat is being? V:hat are tha relations between them? On the

other hand th basic counter-position is the affirceRtion

of the res extensa; it is real as a sultidivislon of the

"already out there now"; its objectivity is a matter of ex-

troversion; knowing it is not a matter of ingtqlry and re-

. flection. This camter-position invites reversal, not mere-

ly in virtue of its conjunction with the other com-nfTlent in

Cartesian thought, but even vhen posited by itself in anyone's

thought. Thus, Hobbes overcame Cartesian dualism by granting

reality to the les cogitans only if it were a-lother instance

of the r.rn extensa, another instance of matter in motion,

Hurne overcame Hobbs by reducing all instances of the

flalready out there now real" to manifolds of Impressions

linked by mere habits and beliefs. The intelligence and
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reasonableness of flume's criticizing were obviously quite

different from the knowledge he so successfully criticized.

Might one not identify knowledge with the critici7ing activity

rather than the criticized materials? If so, Cartesian dual-

ism is eliminated by another route. One is back at the think-

ing subject ant, at the term of this reversal, one's philo-

sophy is eeeiched not only by a. stronger affirmation of the

basic position but also by an explicit negation of the basic

counter-position.

In the light of the dialectic, then, the histori-

cal series of philososhies would be regarded as a sequence

of contributions to a single but complex goal. Sissificant

discoveries, because they are not the prerogative of complete-

ly successful philosophers, are expressed either as positions

or as coenter-positions. But positions invite developnent,

and so the sequence of discoveries expressed us pesitions

should form a unified, cumulative structure that csn te en-

riched by adding the discoveries initially expressed as

counter-positions. On the other hand, since connter-positions

invite reversal, a free unfolding of human thought shoeld 	 .

tend to separ4to the discovery from its author's bias in the

measure that its presuppositions are examined and its impli-

cations tested.

However, the dialectic itself has a notable pre-

supposition, for it supposes that cognitional theory exer-

cises a fundamental influence in metaphysics, in ethics, and

In theological pronouncements. This presupposition rerits

exploration. In the present chapter, then, an attempt will

be made to define metaphysics, to state its method, and to

- 0 -
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clarify the method by contrasting it yd.-tin other methods.

In subsequent chapters, the method will he articulated by

an outline of metaphysics, a sketch of ethics, and a pre-

sentation of transcendent knowledge.

2.	 A Definition_of Metaphysics

Just as the notion of being underlies and pene-

trates and goes beyond all other notions, so also metaphysics

Is the department of human knowledge that unlerlies, penetrate

transforms, and unifies all other departments.

It undeelles all other departments, for its prin-

ciples aro neitner terms nor propositions, neither concepts

nor judgments, but the detached and disinterested drive of

the pure desire to know and its unfolding in the empirical,

Intellectual, and rational consciousness of the self-affirm-

ing subject. From the unfold11g of that drive proceed all

questions, all insights, all formulations, all reflections,

all judgments; and so metapivsics underlies logic and mathe-

matics, the various sciences and the nyriad instances of

common sense.

It penetrates all other departments. For other

departments are constituted by the sane princiele as meta-

physics. They are particular departments inasmuch as they

are restricted to some particular vivooint and field.

Yet deseite the restrictions that make tnen particular, all

departments spring from a common source and seek a common

compatibility an  coherence, and in both these respects,

they are penetrated by metaphysics
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IIna.avalorT(..\	 lrIt transforms all other departments. For the consciousness

of man is polymorphic and it ever risks formulating its

discoveris not as positions but as counter-positions. Com-
A

mon sense is subject to a dramatic bias, an egoistic bias,

a group bias, and a general bias that disregards the cowl=

theoretical issues in which it becomes involved, and their

long tern canseqtkmees from which it blindly suffers. Scien-

tists are not jul7L scientists but also men of common sense;

they share its bias in so far as their specialty does not

correct it; and in so far as their specialty runs counter

to the bias of common sense, they find themselves divided

and at a loss for a coherent view of the world. Metaphysics

springs from the pure desire to know; it is free from the

restrictions of particular viewpoints; it distinglishes posi-

tions from counter-positions in the 'whole of knowledge; it

is a transforming principle that urges positions to feller

developmemti and by reversing coenter-positions A liberates

discoveries from the shackles in which, at first, they were

formulated.

It unifies all other departments. For other de-

partments meet particular ranges of questions, but it is the

original, total question and it moves to the total answer by.

transforming and putting together all other answers. Meta-

physics, then, is the whole in knowledge but not the whole

of knowlelge. A whole is not without its parts, nor indepen-

dent of th.em, nor identical with them. So it is that, while

the principles of metaphysics are prior to all other know-

ledge, still the attainment of metaphysics is the keyAstone

that rests upon the other parts and presses them together in

the unity of a whole.

o)
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From the foregoing account, it would appear that

metaphysics can exist in three stages or forms. In its first

stage, it is latent. Empirical, intellectual, and rational

consciousness are iremaeent and operative in all human know-

ing; from them spring both the various departments of know-

ledge and the attempts that are made to reverse countor-posi-

tions and to attain coherence and unity; but the common source

of all knTeledge is not grasped with sufficient claritr and

precision; the dialectical principle of transformation is

not a developed technique; and efforts at unification are

haphazard and spasodic. In its second stage, metaphysics is

problematic. The need of a systematic effort for unification

is felt; studies of the aature of knowledge abound; but these

very studies are involved in the discr.ray of the positions

and counter-positions that result from the polymorphic con-

sciousness of man. In its third stage, metaphysics is ex-

plicit. Latent metaphysics, which always is operative,

succeeds in conceiving itself, in working out its implica-

tions and techniques, and in affirming the conception, the

implications, and the techniques.

That is this explicit metaphysics? It rill sinmlify

matters enormously if, in the present chapter, we prescind

from the complice_ted and disputed question of the possibili-

ty.of mants knowing what lies beyond the limits of human

experience. Accordingly, we introduce the notion of propor-

tionate being. In its full sweep, being is whatever is to

be known by ,intel14ent grasp and reasonable affirmation.

But being that is proportionate to human knowing not only is

to be understood and affirmed but also is to be experienced,
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So proportionate being may be defined as whytever is to be

known by human experience, intelligent grasp, and reason-

able affirmetion.

Now let us say that explicit metaphysics is the

conception, affirmation, and implementation of the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being. The meaning and

implications of this statement have now to be explored.

Firsts what is meant by an integral, heuristic

structure? To begin by assembling the elements of the answer,

conceptual contents may be primitive or derived; the derived

are defined by appealing to the primitive; the primitive are

fixed inasmuch as terms and relations proceed from a single

understanding with the relations settled by the terms and

the terms settled by the relations. However, prior to the

understanding that issues in answers, there are the questions

that anticipate answers: and as has been seen, such antici-

pation may be employed systematically in the determination

of answers that as yet are unknown; for while the content of

a future cognitional act is unknown, the general character-

istics of the act itself not only can be known but also can

supply a premise that leads to the act. A heuristic notion,

then, is the notion of an unknown content and it is deter-

mined by anticipating the type of act through which the un-

known would become -known . A heuristic structure is an order-

ed set of heuristic notions. Finally, an integral heuristic

structure is the ordered set of all heuristic notions.

In illustration, one may point to the defini-

tion of proportionate being . It is whatever is to be known

by human experience, intelligent grasp, and reasonable

---*	 C)--
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affirmation. The definition does not assign tho content of

any experience, of any understanding, of any affirmation.

Yet it does assign an ordered set of types of acts, and it

implies that every proportionate being is to be known through

such an ordered set. Accordingly) the definition is an in-

stance of a heuristic structure; but it is not an instance

of an integral heuristic structure, for it does not exhaust

the resonrces of the human mind in anticipating what it is

to know.

Secondly, if the integral heuristic structure of

proportionate being were conceived., affirmed, and implement-

ed, then latent metaphysics would become explicit. For latent

metaphysics is the dynamic unity of empirical, intellectual,

and rational consciousness as underlying, penetrating,-

transforming, arid unifying the other departments of know-

ledge, But an integral heuristic structure of proportionate

being would perform these offices in an explicit manner. As

heuristic, it would underlie other knowledge. As the ques-

tions, which other knowledge answers, it would penetrate

other fields. As dialectical, it would transform these an-

swers. As integral, it would contain in itself the order

that binds other departments into a single intelligible

whole.

Thirdly, such an explicit metaphysics would be

progressive. For heuristic notions and structures are not

discovered by some Platonic recall of a prior state of con-

templative bliss, They result from the resourcefulness of

human intelligence in operation. They are to be known only

by an analysis Of operations that have become familiar and
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are submitted to examination. Just as the other departments

of knowledge advance by discovering new methods, so meta-

physics advances by adding these discoveries to its account

of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being.

Fourthly, such an explicit metaphysics would be

nuanced. It would be a whole of many parts, and different

parts mull ,,ossess varying degrees of claritr and precision,

of evidenc all inevitability. It follows that not all parts

could be affirmed with the same confidence, flaat some could

be regarded as certain, others as highly probable, others

as recommended by the lack of alternatives, others as doubt-

ful and in need of further confirmation.

Fifthly, such a metaphysics would be factual.

Proportionate being is not the merely possible nor need it

be absolutely necessary. It is what in fact is, and the

science that views it as a whole can be content to ascer-

tain what in fact is true. Moreover, the various empirical

sciences and the myriad instances of common sense aim at

no more than knowing what in fact is so; but metaphysics is

their unification; as a principle, it precedes them; but

as an attainment, it follows upon them, emerges from them,

depends upon Vaem: and so, like them, it too will be factual.

Sixthly, the dependence of such a metanhysics

upon the sciences and upon common sense would be the de-

pendencek net of a conclusioaAO premiges nor of an effect
^

upon its cause t but of a generating, transforming, and unify-

ing principle upon the materials that it generates, trans-

forms, and unifies. Metaphysics does not undertake either

to discover or to teach science; it does not undertake either
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to develop or to impart )common sense; it does net pretend

to know the universe of proportionate being independently of

science and common sense; but it can and does take over the

results of such distinct efforts, it rorks them Into coher-

ence by reversing their counter-positions, and it knits them

into a unity by discerning in them the concrete prolonga-

tions of the integral heuristic structure which it itself is,

Geventhly, such a metaphysics, once it had sur-

mounted its initial difficulties, would be stable. It would

admit incid.Intal modifications and improvements, but it

could not undergo the revolutionary changes to which the

empirical sci-onces are subject. For a science is open to

revolutionary chance inasmuch as it is possible to reach a

higher viewpoint and consequently to alter the content of

its primitive terms and relations. But it is possible to

reach a higher viewpoint only within the framework of in-

quiring and critical intelligence; there is not, in human

knowledge, any possible higher viewpoint that goes beyond

that frameeiork itselfs and replaces intelligent inquiry

and critical reflection by some surrogate; and the viewpoint

of metaphysics is constituted by nothing less than inquiring

intelligence and critical reflection. Moreoversa higher

viewpoint can alter the content of primitive terms and rela-

tions only if that content is some determinate object of

tholght or affirmation. The Aristotelian, the Galilean, the

Newtonian, and the Einsteinian accounts of the free fall of

heavy bodies are all open to revision, for all are determin-

ate contents. On t,:le other hand, a merely heuristic account

is not onen to revision. One cannot revise the heuristic  

o)   
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notion that the nature of a free fall is what is to be

kron when the free fall is understood correctly; for it is

that heuristic notion that i bnth antecedent to each deter-

minate ar:count End, a.r. rellj sOsequent to each and the

principle of the rAvision of each. Accordingly, since filets-

physics is the int;ieral heuristic struicture of proportion-

ate being, since it if:. a structure that is coincident mitt

Inquiring intelligence and critical reflection, netaplusics

is not open to revolutionary change.

Eighthly, metaphysics primarily regards being

as explained, but secondarily it includes being as descAbed,

Primarily, it regards being as explained, for it is a Maur-

istic structure, and a heuristic structure looks to \hat is

to be known whoa oe tuderstanls. E,econdarily, it includes

being as decribcd, For explanation 1:; of things as related

to olle ;nother; description is of things as rel%ted to usl

and so, silloo re are things, the descriptive relations must

be identical with some of the explanatory reltitions.

It is to be noted that the inclusion or des-

•riptive relations in metaphysics is implicit, general,

mediated, an(2. intellectual, It is implicit, for expliclay

metaphysics regards things as explained, It is general,

for metaphysics is just a heuristic structure and so only

in the most general fashion can it determine which explmna-

tory rid ;: tions are identical with descriptive relations, It

is mediLted, inasmuch as metaphysics unifies the sciences

and common sense and thrTigh them it can determine more pre-

cisely v:hiC.h explviatory relations also are descriptive,

Finally, the inclusion is intellectual, for it occurs on

'
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the level of intelligence and judgment and not on the level

of senc. Just as thinking of the themodynamic equations

will not make anyone feel warmar or cooler, so the meta-

physics of heat will be incapable of producing the exper-

ience of heat as felt, Similarly, no metaphysics, even if

it regerds imthemetical ecierce us superficial and under-

takes to uphold thc distinctive reality' of quality, rill be

able to impart to a bliml man the experience of color as

seen or to a deaf man the experiorice of soend as heard.

L:clettally, once thin last polet ie grasped,

it Tnuld seem ttiet metaphysical attempts to uphold thei C.s-

tinetive reality of sensible quality havte nothing to uphold.

For if metaphysics cannot reproduce tho sensed as versed, it

can 'uphold sensible quality only by assigning some correspond-

ing intclligibility. But methematical science slrealy offers

a correspoVing intelligibility and, though the meterials of

mathemetical intelligibility are quantitative or, more

accurt.tcly, ordinable, methematical intelligibility is not

itself pantitative. The difference betreen a trigonometric

and an exponential nnctioa is not a difference in size; it

is a difference in intelligible law governing relations be-

t'.,.eeem continuously ordinable elements.

A corollary of wider interest regards the ten

0
	 categories commonly ascribed to Aristotle. They are descrip-

tive, It naturalist will assign the genus, species, and in-

stance (sub:;tenco) of an animal, its size and weight (quan-

tity), its color, shape, abilities, propensities (quality),

its stmilarities to other animals and its differences from

them (relation), its performance ami susceptroilities

0
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(act1or.1	 nasr.ien) „ its habitat and seasonaL changes

(place and t tile) „	 riod.e or motion unc.1 rest (po s ture), and

Its po:ssf.rsion or such its as1 claws, talons, hooves, fur,

feathers, horns (habit). But rnaphysics, as it is lying con-

ceived  is a b.euristic trur!ture tiv,t, regards bc..ing as er-

oiej.,ned and only 1.7r-lic1t1y, generally, nadiately, and in-

tellectually !.ncluder being as described. It f allows that

Aristotle' s ten ca twories, though they regc.-.rd. proportionate

being, none the less do not pertain to the nonstitutive

structure of metarthy:zies

Perhaps enough has been said to clarify what

mea7.-.1 by metaphysics. The detached 	 (11c-interested de-

sire to k.ncm and its unfolcding in inquiry and reflection

not only constitute a notion o-7 being tut also impose a

normatIve !,tructure -!:tpon rant s cognitional act s. such a

structure provides the relations by which unknown contents

of' the acts can be (i;efined heuristically. This heuristic

structnre is immanent and operative in all. 1:111.1111Z11 krlir,ing,

but initially it is latent and thr polymorphism of human

consciousness makes It problematic as veil. NOTIO the less,

It can 1.)r conceived, affirmed, and impleme.nted, and from

that inplementation there fellow a. transformation and an •

integration of the sciences and of the myriad instances of

- common sense. But lcncwing is knowing being. So the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being, as determined

by the sciences and common sense, is knowledge of the

organi2ing structure of proportionate being. As has been

said, such.a metaphysi(ls Is progressive„ nuanc-ed, factual,

0
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formally deendent on cognitional theory and materially

dependent o. 	 and on comvon 1;2:1:30, stable, and

in its outloo4, 	 -c)lanatory.

:Ore remains the clarification that results

from a discussion of method, and to this we now turn our

attention.

3.	 Methpd in 	h s

A method is a set of dirtives that serve to

guide a process towards a result. The rosult4 at thich we

are aimin4	 the explicit metaphysics outlined in the

previous sectimn, It would coasi3t in a symtolic indication

of the total raLlge of posFAble experience, in a set of acts

of insight that unify such experience, and in a grasp of

the virtually unconditioned issuin6 in a reasonable affirma-

tion of the unified view.

This result can exist only in the empirical,

intellecinal, 41.inj rational corAsciousticss of the self-affirm-

ing subject. Ltetphysics, then, is not something in a book

but something in a mind. Moreover, it is produced not by a

book but only by the mind in which it is. Books can serve

to supply. the stimulus for a set of precise visual exper-

iences, to issue thrcuJI experiences aft invitation to acts

of insight, to dead through the insights to a grasp of the

virtually unconditioned. But bookz, cannot constitute the

visual experiones, nor necessitate the insights, nor impose

the attainuent of the high moment of Critic:Li reflection

that throubh the unconditioned reaches judgwent. Further,

the subject that is envisaged is not some general or trans-
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cendontal or absolute subject; from the viewpoint of the

writer it is any particular subject that can experience,

can inquire intelligently, can reflect critically; but from

the viewpoint of the reader the particeler sutject is the

subject that he or she is. No one can understand for another

or judge for another. Such acts are one's own and only one's

own. Explicit metaphysics is a personal attainment.

Particular subjects are many. Their respective

histories and attainments are diverse. Their outlooks on

the universe are disparate. Yet despite their multiplicity,

their diversity, their disparateness, they as they actually

are, constitute the starting-point for the process that leads

to explicit metaphysics. There is no use addressing miads

that coeild be or should be but in fact are not, if one

would encourage the genesis of explicit metaphysics in the

minds that are. Just as metaphysics can exist only in a

mind anl can be produced only by the mind in which it is to

• be, so also metaphysics can begin only in minds that exist

and it can proceed only from their actual texture and com-

plexion. Bluntly, the start4ng-point of metaphysics is

people as thTi are.

Between this starting-point and the goal,

there is the Process. It is a.process from latent through

problematic to explicit metaphysics. People .64.)-!/ cannot

avoid experience, cannot put off their intelligence, cannot

renounce their reasonableness. But they may never have ad-

verted to these concrete and factual inevitabilities. They

may be unable to distinguish between them sharply, or dis-

cern the immanent order that binds them together, or find
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in them the dynamic structure that has genereted all their

scientific knowledge and all their conec;r1 sense, or acknow-

lelee ie that dynamic structure a normetive principle that

governs the outcome of all inquiry, or discover in themselves

other equally dynamic structures that can interfere with the

detached art l disietTrested unfolding of the pure desire to

know, or conclude to the polymorphism of their subjectivity

and the untoward effects it can have upon their efforts to

reach a unified vier of the universe of proportionate being.

The process, then, to explicit metaphysics is

primarily a process to self-knoviledge. It has to begin from

the polymorphic subject in his native disorientation and

bewilderment. It cane-Dot appeal to what he knows for as yet

he has not learnt to distinguish sharply and effectively be-

tween the knowing merlshare with animals, the knozing that

men alone possess, and the manifold blends and mixtures of

the two that are the disorientation anl ground the bewilder-

ment of people as they are. Since an appeal to disorientated

knowledge vould only extend and confirm the disorientation,

the appeal must be to the desire that is prior to knowledge,

that generates knovledge, that can effect the correction of

miscarriaces in the cognitional process. Still, it cannot

be taken for granted that the subject knows his on desire

and its implications; viere there such knowledge, the dis-

orientation woull ba remedied already; and so the initial

appeal is to the desire, not as known, but as existing and

operative. The first directive, then, is to begin from inter-

est, to mite it, to use its momentum to carry things along.

In other words, the method of metaphysics primarily is peda-



gogimal: it is headed towards an end that is unknown and as

yet camot be disclosed; from the viewpoint of the pupil, it

proceeds by cajoling or forcing attention and not by explain-

ing the Mended goal and by inviting an intelligent and

reasonable coope..eation. So it was that wlthout mentioning

metaphysics, we studied the fact and thc) nature of Insight

in mathematics, in the enpirical sciencfets„ iu common sense,

in judgmeats on m&thematics, on the empirical sciences, and

on the myriad concrete and particular objects of common sense.

So took 	ixar1ined self-affirmation ancl the notions of

being mad of objectivity. So too we began to talk about the

dialectic of philosophy, In the measure in. vihich we have

been successful, tho raader will know what is meant by in-

sight, vab.t is meant by reasonableness, bow both differ from

the intenaal and eitemal experience that they presuppose,

how all three form a patterned orientation that differs from

other ozlemtations that commonly are more familiar and more

frequent, In the measure that such self-knowledge has been

reached, it is possible to leave pedagogy and to discuss

method; and SO we find ourselves discus sing method.

A wthodl as was remarked, is a set of direct-

ives that guide a process to a result, But the result can ex-

ist only in a self-affirming subject, and the process can be

produced only by the subject in which the result is to exist.

It follows that the directives of the ;method must be issued

by the N)11-affir:n1ng subject to himsd-f. The initial peda-

gogical_ stage vias to enable the subject to issue the proper

directives; and the present discussion of method has to be

the subject's own determination of the directives he is to
Issue.
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The method, then, of metaphysics is dictated by the

self-affirming subject in the light of his pedagogically

acquired self-knowledge. For that self-knowledge is dynamic.

It has revealed the source of disorientation and beriller-

ment. Spontaneously it moves towards the attainment of re-

orientation and integration.

The reorientation is to be effected in the field

of common sense and of the sciences. On the one hand, these

departments of the subjectIs knowledge and opinion are not

to be liquidated. They are the products of experience, in-

telligence, and reflection, and it is only in the name of

experience, ilktelligence, and reflection that self-know-

ledge issues any directives. As they are not to be liquidated,

so they are not to be taken apart and reconstructed, for the

only method for reaching valid scientific views is the method.

of science, and the only method for attaining common sense

is the method common sense already employs. As metaphysicians

neither teach science nor impart common sense, so they can-

not revise or reconetruct either science or common sense.

Still, this Vs not the whole story. For it would be excess-

ively naive for the self-knowing subject to suppose that his

scientific knowledge and his common sense are purely and

simply the product of experience, intelligent inceiry, and

critical reflection. The subject knows the polymorphism of

his own consciousness: he knows hov it generates a dramatic,

an egoistic, a groep, and a general bias in common sense; he

knows hoe. it intrudes into science confused notions on real-

ity, on obleTtivity, and on knowledge. rhile, then, science

and common sense are to be accepted, the'aceeptance is not

'	 0
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to be uncritical. There are precise manners in which common

sense can be ex-pocted to go wrong; there are definite issues

on which sciemce is prone to issue extra-scientific opinions;

and the reorientation demanded and effected by the self-knor-

ledge of the suldext is a steadily exerted pressure against

the common nonsense that tries to pass for common sense and

against the =critical philosophy that pretends to be a

scientific conclur;loa.

As the subject's advertence to the polymorphism

of his consciousness leads to a transforming reorientation

of his scientific opinions and his cownon sense, so his ad-

vertence to his detached and disintereted dasira to know

and the imanent structure of its unfolding leads to an

integration both of what is known and of what is to be known

of the universe of proportionate being. It is in this inte-

gration that metapivsics becomes exp71cit and, to forestall

misapprehension envl misinterpretation, let us attempt to

state ari, clearly as we can the n.ture of the transition

from luteat to implicit metaphysics.

First, thcm, in its general form, the transition
Ar

is a deduction. It involves a ma,lor premisA, a Fet of pri-

nary minor premises, and a set of secondary minor premisses.

SecorLcIly , the major premis in the isomorphism

that obtains -betvesta the structure of kilowing and the struc-

ture of the kno a If the knoviing.consists of a reLlted

set of acts and tnelinown is the related set of contents of

these acts, thez the riattern of the relations between the

acts is similar in form to the pattern of the relations be-

tween the contents of the acts. This preimis;\ is analytic,

C.
0
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Thirdly, the set of primary minor premislps consists

of a series of affirmations of concrete arrt recurring struc-

tures in th: knov,ing of the self-affirming subject. The

si!Tplest of the L. structres is that every tristance Of know-

ing proportionate boing consists of a unification of exper-

iencing, understanding, and judging. It follows from the iso-

morphism of Icnov.ing and known that every instance of known

proportionate being is a parallel unification of a cotitent

of experience, a content of wIderstanding, and a content of

judgment.

Fourthly, thesit-at of secondary minor premises is

supplied by reorieatated science cud comTon sense. From the

major and the primary minor premises there is obtained an

integrating structure; but from the secondary minor promis44

sea there are obtained the materials to be integrated. Again,

from the major and the primary minor premis,9s thore is ob-

tained a well-defined anl rlefinitive set of questions to be

an:vered; froril th f..? secondary minor premises there is obtain-

ed the fact of a.t1:::wers and their frequency.

Fiftnly, this use of the above premistos effects

a transition rrom a latent to an •xplicit metcohysics. Ford.

in any caselcognitional activity operates within heuristic

structures towards goals that are isomorphic with the struc-

tures. If this basic fenture of cognitional activity is over-

looked, metaphysics is latent. If this feature is noted, if

the structures are determined, if the principle of isomor-

phism is grasped, then th,7 LAent metaphysics, to which every-

one subscribes without kao,Ang he does so, ceases to be

latent anJ becomes explicit.
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Sixthly, the method is not essential to obtaining

the results. There is noning to prevent an intelligent and

reasonable man from bwirluing wi th the set of seconlary minor

premisges, from discovering in them th:3 structures that they

canIot escape, an from generalizing from the totality of

examined instances to the totality of possible instances.

In fact, this has been the procedure of the Aristotelian and

Thomist 	oils aid s as will appear, their results largely

anticipate our own.

Seventhly, hov,ever, there is much to be gained by

employing the method. Aristotelian a.n1 Thorist thought has

tenfled to be, down the centuries, a somewhat loely island

in an ocean of controversy. Because of the polymorphism of

human consciousness, there arc latmit in science and common

'sense not o:31y metaphysics but also the neGatIon of meta—

physics; and only the methodical reorientation of science

and common sense pats an end, at least in principle, to this

permanent source of mlfusion. Further„ without the method

it is impossible to assign with exactitude the objectives,

the presuppositions, and th.3 wow:hires of metaphysics: and

this lacX of exactitude w4,144result in setting onets aim too
Aurrr,;G:v
A

,high, in restIng one's case on alien, or insecure fo..nlations„

in procealin f! to one's goal through unnecessary detours.

Fi:tally, the misconceptions, in leJlich metaphysics

thus becomes involved, rob it of its validity and of its

capacity for development; what should provide an integration

for the science and the common sense of any age,ita.koaAM the
4.4W(c

appearance of a mummy that muld preserve for all time

Greek sdience and medieval common sense.

- 	
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To recapitulate, the goal of the method is the

emergence of explicit metaphysics in the minds of narticillr

men and women. It begins from them as they are, no matter

what that may be. It involves a preliminary stage that can

be methodical only in the sense in which a pedagogy is

methodical, that is, the goal and the procedure are known

and pursued exllicitly by a teacher but not by the pupil.

Thc, preliminary stage ends when the subject reaches an in-

telligent anl reasonable self-affirmation. Such self-affir-

mation is also self-knowled0). It makes explicit the pursuit

of the goal that has been implicit la the pure desire to

know. From th4t explicit pursuit there folio,/ the directives,

first, of reorierltating one's scientific knowledge anl mle's

common sense and, secondly, of integrating that one knows

and can know of proportionate being through the known struc-

tures of one's cognitional activities.

4. T4 _} jft Methoc isin 	 si s

A method can direct activity to a goal only

by anticipating the general nature of the goal. But the only

question to be settled in metaphysics is the general nature

of the goal of knowledge, for all questions of detail have

to be met by the sciences and by comnon sense. Accordingly,

it vaylld seem that every method la metaphysics must be in-

volved in tho fallacy of begLArk..§ the question. By the mere

fact of settling u2oa a method, one presupposes as settled

the very issue thiA metaphysics proposes to resolve.

This diffielty reveals the significance of

the distinction we have drawn between latent and explicit
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metaph/sics. For latent metaphysics is an anticipation of
NM.

the goal of knowledge that is present and operative inde-

pendently of any metaphysical inquiry. Inasmuch as metaphys-

ical inquiry aims at making latent metaphysics exolicit, it

proceeds not from arbitrary assumptions about tl-„:) goal of

knowledge, which vould involve it In the fallacy of befwing

the qaestion, but from matters or fact that any inquirer can

verify in his own emplrical, intelligent, and rational con-

sciousness.

There is, however, a further aspect to the matter

Because the reeults obtained in the empirical sciences com-

monly are far loss general than the methods they employ,

scientists are not troubled to any notable extent by a pre-

determination of their results by their choice of method. In

metaphysics, however, methods and results are of equal gener-

ality and tend to be coincident. It follows that diffIrence

in "metaphysical positions can be studied expeditiously and

compendiously by examining differences in method. Moreover,

such a study is not confined to tabulating the correlations

that hold between different methods anfl different metaphysi-

cal wstems. For there is only one method that is not arbi-

trary, anl it grounds its explicit anticipations on the anti-

cipations that, though latent, are present and operative in

consclmusness. Finally, besides the correlations between

methods and systems, besides the criticism of methods based

on the latent metaphysics of the human mind, there is the

dialectical unfolding of positions inviting development and

counter-positions inviting reversal, It is to this dialectic
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of metaphysical methods that attention now is to be directed

not of course in the full expansion that would be possible

only in a survey of the whole history of philoso7hy1 but in

tho articulationi of its basic alternatives and with the

loodest purpose of in.licating the outlines of a heuristic

scheme for historical investigations.

4,1	 Deduc_tive Methods

Any metzohysi cal system eventually assumes the

form of a set of .nropos.itions. The propositions can be

divided into prinitive and derived, and a logical technique

can establish that if the primitive propositions are accept-

ed, then the derived must also be accepted. The problem, then,

of a deductive method is to select correctly the primitive

propositions.

A first alternative is to assert that one's prim-

itive propositions are universal sal necessary truths.

Since they are not deduced, thy commonly will be claimed

to be self-evident. However, a dialectic of method need not

scrutinize this cla itni, for the properties of universal and

necessary truths turn out to be sufficiently significant.

If the primitive propositions ar'e u liversa3., then

they are a.bstract. They may refer to existing oblr--,cts, hut

they do not ass--n.t tho existence of any object, unless the

universal Is suppos-ed to e,xist. This conclusion is confirmed

by- such keen logicians as Duns Scotus and rilliam of Ockham,

both of whom felt compelled to complement their abstract

systems with the affirmation of an intuition of the existing

and present as existing and present.
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Furtherp if the primitive propositions are necessary,

then they hold not merely for this universe but also for

any possible world, It follows that tho metaphysical system

has no particular reference to this untverse„ for it holds

evally for any aniverve. Again, it rollows that the meta-

physical system does not atm at intogrting the empirical

sciences and comnon sen!ie; for both the empirical sciences

anacom'mon semo uo co;itent to as c ertain what in fact is

so; but th.: leduutive system in question has no interest in

any contingent truth no natter how general or holy comprehen-

sive it may be.

Let us now inquire which truths can be regarded as

universal and necessary. Clearly, all analytic propositions

meet the above requirements. For they suppose nothing but

the definitions of their terms and the rules of syntax that

govern the coalescence of tile terms into propositions. Pro-

vtded that one does not affirm either the existence of the

terms or the existence of operations in accord with the syn-

tactical rules, one can have at one's disposal an indefinite-

ly large group of truths tlat ara universal anI necessary,

that affirm no existent, and that are equally valid in

every possible world. On the other hand, the metaphysical

system in quflstiDn cannot be based on analytic principles,

for the transition from the analytic proposition to the

analytic principle is through concrete judgment of fact

affirming that the terms, as defined, occur in a concrete

existing universe.

It follows that the abstract metaphysics of all

possible worlds is empty. Historically) however, this

0
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emptiness was discovered by a different mate. For the

medieval theologians that explored this typo of system

acknowledged the existence and the omnipotence of God:

the only possible restriction upon ditine omnipotence and

so the only restriction on tiv reeve of possible worlds lay

in the principle of contradiction. Their metaphysics dealt

with all possible yorlds and so it dealt simultaneolsly with

every possible instance of the non-contradictory. Not only

did this object prove extremely tenuous and elusive, but it

soon became apparent that the one operative principle in

their thoeght 7ras the principle of contradiction. Morewers

this princiele run eounter to their affirmation of an In—

tuition of th existing and present as emisting and present,

For it would be contradictory to affirm and deny some occur-

rence of the intuition: it would be contradictory to affirm

and deny the existence of some object: bat there is no appar—

ent contradiction In affirming the occurrence of the intui—

tion and denying the existence of its object. If no contra—

diction is involved, then in some possible wrld there would

occur intuitions of the existence of what did not exist: and

as Nicolaus of Autremert perceived, neitler analytic pro-

positions nor intuitions can assure one tlat the possibility

of illusory intuitions is not realized in this world.

The altrnative to the abstract deduction that

turns out to be empty is, of course, a concrete deduction,

The existent loes not lie outside the dechictive system

but, from ehe start, is included within it. Instead of

operating vainly with analytic propositiomss one proposes

to operate fruitfully with analytic princiaes whose terms,

00
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In their defined sense, refer to whet exists.

Now it is cheracturistic of a deduction that con-

clusiens follow neceesa-ily from th premisies. It rollovs

••••••••'

that a concret9 deduction is possible only if an objective

necessity binds the: existent that is concluded to the exis-

tent referred to in the premises. For without this object-

ive necessity logically impeccable inferences would arrive

at possibly false conclusions.

Nov. 	 are many- metaphysical systems that reveal

how this object lye necessity might be conceived,. Thus, a

monist would rfirm the oristence of a eieLle reality riith

a set of necessary attributes arid modes; II al clearly ereoegh

his chain of syalogisms could be applied. validly to a uni-

verse conceived in this fa ellion. Again, eteanationist doc-

trines begin from a nece ssary being from which proceed nec-

essarily all other being s; the application of a syllogistic

chain would be more difficult in this case but there is no

point in haggling over the matter. In the, third piece, one

might suppose that God exists necessarily but is bound mor-

ally to create the best of all possible worlds; and so in a

fashion one would secure a universe for concrete deductiv-

ist thought.

However, it is one thing to conceive a variety of

universes; it lee another to know whether any on of them

exists. If one LIT ms tie.is universe to be noraist, because

that is the conclueion or-one's concrete deduction, it will

be pointed out that onets. choice of' method amounted to togging

the question; for the choice of concrete deduction mattes

Inevitable that one conclude to a monism or an. emanationism
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or at optimism or a mechanist determinism; and so one's

argument could be revelant only to discovering vihich of

this limited range of alterntives wo the most oatisfactory.

Cnarly, the real issue is to determine, not what follows

once the method of concrete deduction is assumed, but whether

or not that method is to be employed.

Accordingly, if abstract deduction is empty, con-

crete deduction sets a prior question. loreover, since the

metaphysical question is the general nature or structure of

the universe, the prior question, it seems, mot retard the

mind that is to know the universe. In this fashion one is

led to ask	 Et 1:ind of mind would be needed if the universe

- is to be kno-In by coocrete deduction. Or, to give the issue

its more concrete form, -what are the constitutive conditions

of such a concrete deduction as Newton's Mathematical Pri-

ciples of Natu ral Phil aophy.

Since the deducing can ba perfermed satisfactorily

by an electronic compoter, the problem may be limited to Mae

origin of the requisite prozisps. These premises, it would

seem, uust be both synthetic awl a priori. They must be syn-

thetic. For analytic propositions lack both relevance and

significance; they lack roaevance, for they regard all

possible worlds but are isolated from the actual world; they

lack simificance, for they are obtained by studying the

rules of syntax and the meanings of words, and clearly that

procedure does not yield an understanding of this universe.

Again, tior roqoired premisks must be a priori,. They are

not to be -oown rurely by taking a look at what is there to

0
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amount of mere looking endows it with the significance that

explains the existing universe, The possibility, then, of

a concrete deduction, such as Newton's, coincides ViCT the

possibility of synthetic a priori, premis#es. But this possi-

bility implies that the mind must be, not a mirror that sim-

ply re	 ts reality, but a sort of factory in which_ tie

materials supplied by outer and inner sense are prwessed
if

Into appropriate syntheses, Finally, the mind is a ractoxy

of this type, it is capable of performing concrete dedve-

tions of the scientific type but it does not seem at 01

capable at performing concrete deductions of the 'metaphysi-

cal type.

Various objections have been raised against

such a deduction of the possibility of concrete deductlm,

but the mmst fundamental seems to be that the problem Is not

envisaged in its full generality, It is not enough to account

for Dslewtants deduction alone or for Einstein's deduction a-

lmne. What has to be accounted for is a series of concrete

deductions, none of which is certain and ea ch of -which is

the best available scientific opinion of its time, The and

is not just a factory with a set of fixed processes rather

it is a universal machine tool that erects all kinds of

factories, keeps adjusting and improving them, and event-

ually scraps them in favor of radically new designs, In

other worts, there is not some fixed set of a priell syn-

theses. Every insight is an a priori synthesis; insiet

follows on insizht to complement and correct its prede-

cessor; earlier accumulations form viewpoints to give place

to higher viewpoints; and above the succession of wiempoints,
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there is the activity of critical relection with its de-

mend for the virtually unconditioned and its capacity to

estimate approximations to its rigorous requirement.

Nov there are tho:e who -would profer a simpler

solution, an' they Point out that Kant overlooked the medie-

val theory of ELL :traction. The oversight, h.mever, is mul-

tiple for tivir, wero different medieval theories  anl at

lost two of them merit our attention.

Certainly Duns L;cotus volld have rejected the

Kantian notion of the a Priori for the very reasons that led

him to reject the Aristotelian arvi Thomist view thet in-

tellect apprehends the intelligible in th seqsible and

grasps the universal in tho particular. After all, wIrt is

presented by sem:o or imainstiou, is not actually intelli-

gible or actually universal. But objectiv) knowing is a

matter of taking a look at that actually is there to be

seen. If then intellect apprehends the intelligible in the

sensible and universal in th- Nrticular, its apprehmsion

must be illusory, for it sees what is not there to be seen.

lone the less, we do know that is intelligible and univer-

sal. To iicclInt for this fact without violrting his convic-

tions on 'xtrovorsion ar, th,) model of objectivity, Scotus

distini;,)Ished a series of steps in Ul,e genesis of intellect-

ual ,moc.ledge. The first :tep was abstr; ction: it occurs un-

consciously: it consists in the impression upon intellect of

a universal conceptual content. The second step was intellec-

tion: intellct takes a look at the con,optual contnt. The

third step was a comp, rison of different contents with the

result that intellect saw which concepts were conjoined  

0 
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necessarily and which were incompatible,. There follows

the deduction of the abstract metaphysics of all possible

-worlds and to it one adds an intuition of the existing and

present as existing and present to attain knowledge or the

actual world.

Aristotle and Aquinas both affirmed the fact of in-

sight as clearly and effectively as can be expected. As

they considered the sensible as seen to be only potentially

in the object, so they considered the intelligible as wrier-

stood to be nn:ly 7)tentia1ly in the image. Siuilarly, they

considered 1-nth facLIlties to operate infallibly, but they

affirmed tnis infallibility not absolutely but only as a

rule (Der se). (ger is it difficult to surmise what the

Der se  infallibiLity of insight is. One cannot misunderstand

what one imaines; misuaderstanding is the fault, not of in-

telligence, but of imagination which can exhibit what is not

and can fail to exhibit all that is hence, when we attempt

to correct a misiunderotanding, we point out what we think is

misrepresented or overlooked by imagination; and when ve ac-

knowledge a misuaderstaading, we add that re had not advert-

ed to this Or that.) Finally, truth and error lie not on

the level of questions for intelligence but on the level

of questions for reflection; and prior to judgment, which

is true or false, there occurs a scrutiny in which the pro-

posed judgment is reduced to its sources in. the. data of

sense anj	 xtivities of intellect.

Aolin. Aristotle and Aweinas affirmed self-evi-

dent principles that result necessarily from the definitions

of their terns. But Aquinas, at least, had a further require-
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ment; it was not enough for the principles to result necess-

arily from any terms whatever; the terms themselves needed

some validation, and this office was attributed to the

judicial habit or virtue named wisdom. latatvUion, is

wisdom? In its higher form, Aquinas consPered it a gift

of the Holy Spirit and cennected it with mystical experience.

In its lower form, Aquinas identified it with Aristotle's

first philosophy defined as the knorledge of all things in

their ultimate causes. Clearly enough, the problem of meta-

physical method demands a third form of wisdom. For the pro-

blem is not to be solved by presupoosing a religion, a

theology, or mystical experience. Similarly, the problem is

not to be solved by presupposing a metaphysics, for what is

wanted is the yeisiom that generates the principles on which

the metaphysics is to rest. But it does not seem that Ageinas

treated explieitly the third type of wisdom. He as cencern-

ed to present the universe from the explanatory viewpoint

that reletes things to one another, From that vierpoint

the human subject is just•one being among others; and the

human subject's knowledge is a releting of one type of

being to others. So Thnmist cognitional theory is cast ex-

plicitly in metaphysical terms; and one cannot be surprised

that the Thomist teeory of basic judgments similarly has

metaehysical suppositions. Finally, if, as I heve argued

elseehere, there is to be pieced tuether from Thnmist writ-

ings a sufficient number of indications and sugsestions to

form an adequate account of wisdom in cognitional terms, it

cannot be fleeted that the polymorphism of human conecious-

ness interferes rith the performance of this delicate opera-

0                                           
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tion; after all, G, van 'net needed 640 ,pe..,!es to outline
6

the various types of ThoTist eptstornolngy that he:ye been

.)ut forTrE-rd in the last century and a hEaf.

Our cnnsider,ition of draltctive methods in meta.

physics foqn,1 abstract de.%ducti on to be empty a,r1 eincrete

deduction to stLt11 in need of a prior inquiry. This prior

inquiry as :lot eoiilucted with :-,..officient generality by Karts,

nor with suffivient discrimination by Scotus, Filar:is its

possibility 1.as implied by Aquinas/ but the varieties of

Thomist interpretation are as much in need of a prior in.-
at

quiry as a.-2ything else. It viollld seam, alms the,t least oue

positive conclusion can be drawn, namely" tha t deluctive

method alone is not enough, The fasc.;initiori exerted by this

method lies in its appa-ent promise of automatic results

that are independent of the whims arr1 fancies of the subject.

The deducing proceeds in accord w RI a rigorous technique:

the primitive premiss are guarant-eed by a self-evidence

that claims to exercise an objective cornulsion to which the

subject must submit if he is not to be guilty of a lapse in

intellectual probity. In facts holievcro it is not so easy to

leave tlio subject outside ones calculations, and so we now

must turn to cilrective methods that aim to guide the meta—

physical enterprise by guidinc the subject that undertakes

it.

4,2 ,Universal Do,ub't

In its simplest form the method of universal

doubt is the precept: Doubt F:,-veryti-Aing that can be doubted,

Let us begin by attempting to determine the consequences of

I

0
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following out this precept by applying rigorously its

criterion of indubitability.

First, all concrete judgments of fact are to

be excluded. For vhile they reet on invulnerable insights,

still the invulnerability amounts to no more than the fact

that further relevant questions do not arise. A criterion

of indubitability is more exigent. It demands the impossi-

bility of further relevant questions, and in concrete judg-

ments of fact such impossibility neither exists nor is -

apprehended.

secondly, both empirical science and common sense

are excluded. For both aim at ascertaining what in fact is

so, and neither succeeds in reaching the indubitable. No

doubt, it would be silly to suppose that there are further

relevant questions that would lead to the correction of the

insights grounding bare statements of fact or elementary

measurements. But that is beside the point, for the question

Is not what certainly is true or false but what indubitably

is true or false; and indubitability requires not the fact

but the impossibility of further relevant questions.

Thirdly, the meaning of all judgments becomes

obscure and unsettled. For the meaning of a judgment can be

clear and precise only if one can assign a clear and precise

meaning to such terms as reality, knowledge, objectivity. A

clear and precise meaning can be assigned to such terms only

if one succeeds in clarifying the polymorphic consciousness

of man. such a elerification can be effected by a lengthy,

difficult, and delicate inquiry into the facts of human
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cognitional activity. But if oae excludes all cmacrete

judgments of fact, one excludes the clarification and so

one is bound to regard the meaning of every jusignent as

obscure and unsettled.

Fourthly, all mere suppositions satisfy the

criterion of indubitability. For the mere supposition ex-

cludes the question for reflection, and doubt becomes

possible only after the question for reflection. arises.

Thus, if you suppose that A is B, and I ssk whether A real-

ly is B, you are entitled to point out that you are mereiy

supposing A to be B, and that my question tries to put mn

end to mere supposing. On the other hand, there is no possi-

bility of doubting whether or not A is B until thEt quoestion

arises, and so all mere suppositions are indubitalble. It

follows that all analytic propositions are indubitable, in—

asmuch as tSley rest on roles of syntax and on definitions

of terms, anA all such rules and definitions are regarded

as more suppositions. On the other hand, analytic principles

are not indubitable, for they require concrete judgm,73nts of

fact in which occur the defined terms in theirftrined

sense; and, as has been seen, all concrete judgments cd.

fact are excluded by the criterion of indubitability.

Fifthly, the existential subject survives, for

the existential subject is the subject prior to th,e ques-

tion, Am 1? The criterion of indubitability does not elimin-

ate the experienced center of experiencing, the intelli-

gent center of inquiry, insight, and formulations, the

rational center of critical reflection, scrutiny, hesita-

tion, doubt, and frustration. Indeed, the method of Unir
,

• 4
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versal doubt presupposes the existence of this center and

imposes frustration upon it. One can argue that before I

can doubt, I must exist, but what does the conclusion mean?

What is the "In? 'ht is existing? What is the meaning of

affirming? All these questions can be given anEwers that

are correct In fact. But as long as the criterion of indubi-

tability remains in force, they cannot be given any clear

or precise answer, for that would suppose a clarificetion

of the polymorphism of human consciousness.

Sixthly, not even the criterion of indubita-

bility is indubitable. It is clear enough that one makes no

mistake in aecepting the indubitable. It is not at all clear

tharone makes no mistake in rejecting ereeything that in

fact is true. But the criterion of indubitability excludes

all concrete judgments of fact, no matter how true and cer-

tain they may be. Therefore, the criterion of indubitability

is not itself indubitable. It follows that the frustrated

existential subject practising universal doubt cannot con-

sole himself with the thought that there is anything ration-

al about his doubting.

Seventhly, every assignable reason for

practising universal doubt is eliminated by a coherent exer-

cise of the doubt. Thus, one might adopt the method of uni-

versal doubt in the hope of being left eleth premises for a

deduction of the universe; but the exercise of the doubt re-

moves all premisles and leaves only mere suppositions; more-

over, even if it left some premisties„ it would question the

validity Of the project of deducing the universe, for it is
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not indubitable that the universe can be deduced. Again,

one might adopt the method of universal doubt, because one

felt the disagreement of philosophers to reveal their in-

competence and to justify the Use of a violent remedy' but

the exercise of the doubt leaves notninr for philosophers

41a47e"to disagree about and, as well,	 =_Asuspicion our. the

assumption that their disagreements stem from their incom-

petence; for it is conceivabl e that philosophic process is

dialectical with positions inviting deve.lopmeat and counter-

positions inviting reversal.

Eighthly, the method of universal doubt is a

leap in. the dark. If we have been able to determine a list

of precise consequences of universal doubt, we also h.ave

presupposed our account of' the structure of human knovledge

and of the polymorphism that besets it. But that account is

not indubitable, At most, it is true as a matter of rect.

Accordingly, to accept the criterion of indubitability is

to deprive oneself of the mearls of ase.-...ertairaing what pre-

cisely that criterion implies; and to accept a criterion

without being able to determine its precise implications is

to make a leap in the dark.

Ninthly, while the consequences of universal

doubt will come to light in the long run, the proximate re-

sults of the method will be arbitrary and illusory. Proxim-

ate results hill be arbitrary, for the exact implications

of the method are unknown. Moreover, proximate results.vill

be illusory. For doubting affects, not the underlying tex-

ture and fabric of the mind, but only the explicit judgmients
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that issue from it. One can profess in all sincerity to

doubt all thet can be doubted, but one cannot abolish at

a stroke the past develonment of one's mentality, one's

accumulation of insights, one's prepossessions and pre-

judices, one's habitual orientation in life. So one will

have little difriculty in seeing that the views of others

are very far from being indubitable; at the same time, be-

cause the doubt is applied arbitrarily, one's own rooted

convictions not merely will survive but also will be illu-

minated with the illusory splendor of having passed un-

scathed through an ordeal that the viers of others could

not stand. Accordingly, it will be only in the long; run that

the full imelicetions or universal doubt will come to light,

when the method has been applied by many persons with quite

different initial convictions.

However, if I believe that universal doubt was

practised more successfully by flume than by Descartes and,

perhaps, more successfully by the exietentialists and some

of the logical positivists than by Hume, I must also recall

that my topic has been, not the concrete proposal enter-

tained by Descartes, but the consequences of interpreting

literally and applying rigorously the precept, Doubt every-

thing that can be doubted. Clearly enough, the implications

of that precept fail to reveal the profound originality and

enduring significance of Descartes, for whom universal doubt

was not a school of skepticism hut a philosophic program

that aimed to embrace the universe, to assign a clear and

precise reason for everything, to exclude the influence of

Lev'
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unacknowledged presuppositions. For that program we have

only praise, but we also believe that it should be dis—

associated frlm the method of universal doubt whether that

method is interpreted rigorously or mitigated in h fashion

that cannot avoid being arbitrary.

Finally, it should be noted that a rejection

of univermal doubt implies a rejection of the excessive

commitment with which it burdens the philosophic enterprise.

The only method to reach the conclusious of science is the

method of science. The only method to reach the conclusions

of common sense is the method of common sense, Universal

doubt leads the philosopher to reject what he Ls not equip-

ped to restore. But philosophers that do not practise uni—

versal dolflot are not in that predicament, and it is only a

mistaken argument from analogy that expects of them a vali-

dation of scientific or common sense views.

4 • 3	 Empir&cisjm

A second method that offers to guide the

subject issues the precept; Observe the significant facts.

Unfortunately, -what can be observed is merely a datum;

significance accrues to data only through the occurrence of

insights; correct insights can be reached only at the term

of a prolonged investigation that ultimately reaches the

point where no further relevant questions arise; and without

the combination of data and correct insights that together

form a virtually unconditioned, there are no facts, Such,

believe, is the truth of the matter, but is is an ertreme-

0	 0
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ly paradoxical truth, and the labor of all the pages that

precede can be regarded as a sustained effort both to

clarify the nature of insight and judgment and to account

for the confusion, so natural to man, between extrovqrsion

and objectivity. For man observes, un4erstands, and judges,

but he fancis th4t vbat he knows in judgment is not known

in judgment an(I does net suppose an exercise of under-

'standing but simply is attained by taking a ood look at

the "real" that is "already out there now'', Empiricism,

then, is a bundle of blunders, and its history is their

successive clarification.

In its sublimest forw, tho observation of

significant facts occurs in St. Augustine's contemplation

of the eternal reasons. For years, as he tells us, St. Au-

gustine was unable to grasp that the real could be anything

but a body. When with Neo-PL,tonist aid he got beyond that

view, his name for reality as veritasl and for him truth

vas to be known, not by looking out, nor yet by looking

within, but rather by looking above where in an immutable

light men cDnsult and contemplate the eternal reasons of

things. It is disputed, of course, just how literally St.

Augustine intended this inspection of the eternal to be

understood. Aquinas insisted that the Uncreated Light grounds

the truth of our judgments, not because we see that Light,

but because our intellects are created participations of it.

But if St. Augustine's maning is doubtful, there is less

doubt about a group of nineteenth century Catholics, known

as ontologists, who believed that the only way to meet Kant's
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claim that the unconditioned is, not a constitutive ele-

ment in judgment, but a merely reguletive ideal, was to

issue under Augustinian auspices the counter-claim that the

notion of being was an obscure intuition of God.

As there is an empiricism on the level of

critical reflection, 39 there is an empiricism on the level

of understanding. The Scotist theory of abstraction was

outlined above and, as was said) its second step censists

in intellect taking a look, at a conceptual content produced

in the intellect by the unconscious cooperation of the

intellective and the imaginative povers of the soul. More-

over, such intAlectual empiricism reaches far beyond the

confines o: Li cotist school. rhe objective universals

of Platonist thought seem to owe their ori4n to the notion

that, as the eye of the body looks upon colors and shapes,

so there is a spiritual eye of the soul that looks at uni-

versals Or, at least, recalls them. Finally, the Aristotel-

ian and Thomist treditions are not without their ambiguities.

Though Aristotle acknowledged the fact of insight and Aqui-

nas added to Aristotle a transposition of Augustinian

thought oe judgment and of Neo-Platonist thought on par-

ticipetion and being, still Aristotle's physics probabLy

is a study of "bodies" and, until recently, Thomist comnen-

tetors have tended, almost universally, to ignore Aquinas'

affirmation of insight and to take it for granted that, while

Aquinas obviously differed from Scotus in the metaphysical

analysis of coroitional process, still the psychological

content of his doctrine was much the same as that of Scotus.  

- 
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The conflict between objectivity as extroversion

and intelligence as knowledge has provtied a fundamental

th,me in ttle unfolding of modern philosophy. Cartesian

dualisn was the juxtaposition of the rational affirmation,

ACogito, ergo sum00 and of the "already out there now real"

stripped of' its secondary qualities and of any substantial-

ity distinct from spatial extension. rhile Spinoza and

Malebranche attempted to swa110 Ui dualism on the ration-

alist side, Hobbes reduced thinking to an unprivileged in-

stance of matter in notion. The Cambridge Platonists en-

deavored to accept Hobbes, conception of the real as "out

there now" and yet to affirm God as supremely real because

his omnipresence was the reality of space and his eternity

was the reality of time. Berkley sought the same end by a

different route; he granted secondary qualities to be mere

appearance, and concluded that primary qualities with still

greater certainty were mere appearance; being then was being

perceived, and so reality shifted from apparent "bolies" to

. the cognitional order. Finally Hume brought analysis to

bear effectively on the issuee our knowing involves not on-

ly elements but also unities and relations; the elements con

sist in a manifold of unrelated sense impressions; the uni-

ties and relations have no better foundation than our mental

4b4t§ ap4 beliefs; whatever may be the practical utility

of OUT knowledge, at least it cannot pretend to philosophic

validity.

If it is merely confusion of thought that inter

prets objectivity in terms of extroversion, Kant's Coperni-

can revolution was a half-hearted affair. Be pronounced both
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primary aea secondary qualities to be phenomena. He made

absolute space and absolute time a priori forms of outer

and inner sense. He regarded the things themselves of `Jew-

tonian thought to be.unknowatele. But he was unable to break

cleanly from the basic conviction of animal extroversion

that the "real" is the "already out there now". Though un-

knowable, Newton's things themselves were somehow known to

produce impressions on our senses and to -ppear. The cate-

gory of reality was to be employed by understanding Olen

there occurred some filling in the empty form of time. The

category of substance was identified with the permanence of

roality in time. However convinced Kant was that "taking a

look" coeld not be valid human kmowina, he devoted his ener-

gies to showing hov it could seem to be knoring and in what

restrictel s.hso it could be rwarded as valid. Nor is the

anomaly of his position surprising. If the schematism of the

categories comes within striking distance of the virtually

unconditioned, still Kant failed to see that the uncondition-

ed is a constituent component in the genesis of judgment and

so he relegated it to the role of a regulative idealrsystem-

atizing rationality. But once extroversion is questioned, it

is only through man's reflective grasp of the unconditioned

that the objectivity and validity of human knowing can be

established. Kant rightly saw that animal knowing is not

human knowing; but he failed to see what human knowing is.

The combination of that truth and that failure is the essence

of the principle of immanence that was to dominate subsequent

thought.
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Cartesian dualism had been a twofold realism, and

both the realism were correct; for the realism of the ex-

al affirmation is no mistake. The trouble was that, unless

1

troverted animal is no mistake, and the realism of ration-

two distinct and disparate types of knoviing were recognized,

the two realisms were incompatible. For rational affirmation

is not ani instneo of extroversion, and so it cannot be

objective in th9 !limner proper to the "already out th,?re now •4

On the othr hand, the flow of sensible contents and acts is

neither intelligent nor reasonable and so it cannot be know-

ledge of the type exhibited by science and philosophy. The

attempt to fuse disparate forms of knowing into a single

whole ended in the destruction of each by the other; and

the destruction of both forms implied the rejection of

both types of realism. The older materialism and sensism

wee discredited, but there was room for positivism and

pragmatism to uphold the same viewpoint in a more cultured

tone. Cerman idealism swung through its magnifictmt arc

of dazzling systems to come to terms with reality in rela-

tivism and iieo-Kantian analysis. But if a century and a

half have brought forth no solution, it would seam necess-

ary to rvr•3rt to the br:!ginninE and distinguish two radic-

ally distinct types of knowing in the polymorphic conscious-

ness of rnan.

For I do not think that E. Husserlis phenomen-

ology does provide a solution. Scientific description can be

no more than a preliminary to scientific explanation. But

Husserl begins from relatedness-to-us) not to advance to
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the relat•lness of terms to one mother, but to mount to

an abstract looking from which the looker and the looked-

at have been dropped because of their particularity and

contingence. The vitality of animal extroversion is atten-

uated from sensitive perception t) intuition of universals

and from intuition of universals to th,.1 more impalpable

inspection of formal essences (approximately, Scholastic

transeendentals). As objects increase in generality arid

purity, subjects shrink to intentional acts. 17ith 1-mark-

able acuteness and discrimination there are uncovred, des-

cribed, compLred, and classified the pure forms of noetic

experience t,Tminating in noematic contents. But the whole

enterprise is under the shad= of the principle of immanence,

and it tails to transcend the crippling influence of the

extroversion that provides the motel for the pure ego. In

brief, phenomenology is a highly purified empiricism, and

It did not take long for it to topple over into an existen-

tialism that describes, not the abstract possibility of des-

crimtion, but men as they are.

But description is not enough. If it

claims simply to report data In tleir purity, one may ask

why the arid report should be added to the more lively ex-

perience. If it .pretends to report the significant data, then

it is deceived, for significance is not in data but accrues

to them from the occurrence of insight. If it urges that it

presents the insights that arise spontaneously, immediately,

and inevitably from the data, one must remark that the data

alone are never the sole determinants of the insights that

arise in any but an infantile mini and that beyond the level
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of insight there is the level of critical reflection with

Its criterion of the virtually unconditioned. If it objects

that at least one must begin by describing the facts that

are accessible to all, one must insist that xnowlede of

fact rests on a grasp of the unconditioned and that a grasp

of the unconditioned is not tho starting-point but the end

of inquiry. Uoreover, if one hopes to reach this end in an

inquiry into knowleflge, then one had better not begin with

th assumption that linoving isomething there to be looked

at anti lescribedn. For knovNing is an orvasically integonted

activity: on a flow of sensitive experiences, inquiry in-

telligently generates a ccrulative succession of insights,

and the sirnificance of th.1 experiences varies concomitant-

ly with the cumulation of 1nsights1 in memory's store of

experiences and in the formletion of accumulated insights,

reflection grasps approximations towards the virtually un-

conditioned and attainments of it to issue into probable

and certain judgments of fact. To conceive knowing one must

understand the dynamic pattern of experiencing, inquiring,

reflecting, and such understanding is not to be reached by

taking a look. To affirm knovAng it is useless to peer in-

side, for the dynamic pattern is to ba found not in this or

that act but in the unfolding of mathematics, empirical

science, common sense, and philosophy: in that unfolding

must be grasped the pattern of knoving and, if one feels in-

clined to doubt that the pattern really exists, then one can

try the experiment of attempting to escape experience, to

renounce intellience in inquiry, to desert reasonableness

in critical roflection.
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In brief, empiricism as a method rests on an ele-

mentary confusion. What is obvious in knowing is, indeed,

looking. Compared to looking, insight is obscure, and

grasp of the unconditioned is doubly obscure. But empiri-

cism amounts to the assumption that what is obvious in know-

ing is what knowing obviously As. That assumption liee21-211-

is false, for if one would learn mathematics or science or

philosophy or if one sought common sense advice, then one

would go to a man that is intelligent and reasonable rather

than to a man that is stupid and silly.

4.4	 Common Sense Eclectletpm

The third of the methods that would guide the

philosopher to his goal is common sense eclecticism. rf it

rarely is adopted by original thinkers, it remains the in-

ertial center of the philosophic process. From every excess

and aberration men swing back to common sense and, perhaps

lore than a sf-14-0a-ef minority of students and professors,

of critics and historians, sever wander very far fron a set

of assumptions that are neither formulated nor scrutinized.

As has ben seen hoever, common sense is vari-

able. The comon sense of one age is not that of another;

the common sense of Germans is not that of Frenchmen; the

common sense of Americans is not that of Englishmen and still

less that of Russians. Roman Catholics have their common

sense, Protestants theirs, Uoslems theirs, and agnostics a

fourth variety. Clearly such variations preclude hard and

fast rules, yet general tendencies are not too difficult to

discern. For commonly a distinction is drawn betneen the

0
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activities of theoretical understanding, which not un-

deservedly are to be distrusted, and the pronouncements of

pre-philosophic reflection, which ground human sanity and

human cooperation and therefore must be retained.

Theoretical understanding, then, seeks to

solve brobleme, to erect syntheses, to embrace the universe

in a single view. jaiti.er its existence, nor its value, nor

the remote possibility of its success are denied. Still corn-

mon sense is concerned not with remote but with proximate

possibilities. It lauds the great men of the past, ostens-

ibly to otir one to emulation, but really to urge one to

modesty. It remarks that, if there are unsolved problems

arid, no doubt, there are, at least men of undoubted genius

have failed to solve them. It leaves to be inferred that,
a

unless one is still greater genius, then one had best regard

sach problems as practically insoluble. But emphatically it

would not discourage anyone inclined to philosophy. A recog-

nition of one's limitations need not prevent one from study-

ing philosophy, from teaching it, from contributing to re-

views, from writing books. One can become learned in the

history of philosophy. One can form one's reasoned judg-

ments about the views of others. By taking care not to lose

the comon touch, by maintaining one's sense of reality, by

cultivating balance and. proportion, one can reach a philoso-

phic viewpoint that is solidly reliable and, after all,

sufficiently enlightened. For opinions are legion; theories

rise, glow, fascinate, and vanish; but sound judgment re-

mains. And what is sound judgment? It is to bow to the necess-

ary, to accept the certain, merely to entertain the probable,
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to distrust the doubtful, to disregard the merely possible,

to laugh at the improbable, to denounce the impossible, and

to believe what science says. Nor are these precepts empty

words, for there are truths that one cannot reject in prac-

tical living, there are others which it would be silly to

doubt, there are clainm to truth that merit attention and

consideration, and each of these has its opposites. List

the lot, draw out their implications, and you will find

that you already possess a sound philosophy that can be set

down in a series of propositions confirmed by proofs and

fortified by answers to objections.

iSuch, approximately, is the program of com-

mon sense ecLecticism, and I must begin by clarifying which,

of its many azpocts I shall single out for ccr:ment and criti-

cism. The present topic is the method of philosophy. On com-

mon sense eclecticism as a practical attitude, as a pedagogy,

as a style in composing text-books, as a technique in dis-

cussing issues, I have no remarks to make. But I began by

pointing out that °rugs method in philosophy predetermines

what one's philosophy will be, and now I have to examine what

is the Philosophy or lack of philosophy to which one commits

oneself by adopting common sense eclecticism as a method.

In the first place, attention must be drawn

to the difference botAceen the foregoing eclecticism and my

own conpessions to common sense. In the method outlined

after defining metaphysics, common sense no less than science

1WPS, cal1d dpoa to supply secondary minor premiqes in the
A

argument; for, the aim was to integrate science and common

sense and an integration is not independent of its materials.
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However, "before being invited to play this subsidiary role,

both scielice and coon sense veere to be subjected to a

reorienta.tion which they did uret control; in particular,

the liability of common sense to dramatic, egoistic, group,

and general bias, had been noted; the ambiguities of such

terms as reality, knowledge, and objectivity hEe1 been exam-

ined; and only- a criticized and chastened common sense as

entrusted wit k . no	 more than a subsidiary philosophic

role. The meth.od of cose:.on sense eclecticism lot only dis-

penses vith suoh criticism and reorientation but cis° allows

uncriticized cannon sense to settle by its practicality the

aim of philosophy and to measure naively the resources at

the philoseeherl:s disposal. Let us attempt to expand these

points briefly .

liecoridly, then, common sense eclecticism

brushes aside the aim of philosophy. For thet aim le the in-

tegrated unfolding of the detached, disinterested, and un-

restricted desire to knor. That aim can be pursued only by

the exercise of theoretical understanding arid, indeed, only

by the subtle exercise that understands both science and

common sense in their differene es and in their complementar-

ity. But coamon sense eclecticism deprecates the effort to

understand. For it, problems are immutable features of the

mental landEcape, a.nd syntheses are to be effected by some-

body else vho, when he has finished his system, will provide

a name for merely another viewpoint.

Thirdly, common sense eclecticism denies the

vital growt1i of phi.losophy. It restricts significant activity

to mou of gtle.dees, ael it takes it for granted that they are
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very few and very rare, But within the context of the philoso

phic process, every discovery is a significant contribution

to the,iltimato Lim. If it is formulterl as a position, it

invites	 levolopnent of further coherent discovely, If it

is formulated as a .counter-position, it invites tee explora-

tion of its presuppositions and implications an' 	 leads to

its on reversal to restore the discovery to the cumulative

series of positions and to enlighten an on the polymorphism

of his coasciousaess This activity of discovery, of develop-

ing posittons, and of reversing counter-positions, is not res-

tricted to the men of eni.us oC whom common sense happens to

have heard. .It results from all competent and conscientious

work and, like natural growth, it goes forward without at-

tracting widespread goontws.. So far from being the product of

genius, it produces genius, For the genius is simply the man

at the level of his time, when the time is ripe for a new

orient ton or a sweeping reorganization; and it is not the

genius that makes the time ripe, but the competent and con-

scientious 7-or1cers that slowly and often unconsciously have

been developing positions aril heading towards the reversal

of counter-positions, But common sense eclecticism brushes

all this aside with a homily on the acknowledgement of one's

personal limitations, The exercise of theoretical understand-

ing is tote left to men of genius, and common sense -will

see to it that no effort is made to prepare their way and

no comprehension is evailable to greet their achievements.

Fourthly, while common sense eclecticism dis-

courages the effort to ualerstand, it encourages a wide exer-

cise of ju,lgment, But this is to overlook the fact that under-

:.••••nn•,7
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standing is a comtitutive componerxt in knowledge, that be-

fore one can pass judgment on Eill;yr issue, one has to under-

stand it. Nor is th,, requisite miderstanding to be estimated

by average attainment, by the conatctions of common sense,

ly,thc beliefs of a Oxen milieu, but solely by that absence

of further relevant qlestions 'that leads to a reflective

grasp of the virtually UncondilAmad. Unless one endeavors

to unaerstand rith all one's hart anl all onets mind, one

All not know Iltat questions ar r!.1-levant or when their

limit is apprnached. Yet eclecticism, while discouraging

understanding, urges one to pw7; through the display of

opinions in	 history of phi2ofJoply and to discriminate

between th,,) clecary an the 41.(talr., the probable and the

doubtful, tn.J poible, the imnroN-..ble, and the imTossible.

Th,! fallacy of thiL; proc..edulv is, of course,

that it fails to grasp the limitattons of common sense. The

proper dor2aLn of common sense J the field of particular

matters of fact; it is that field, not as a sincle whole,

but divided up and parcellecl out aalon.g the Inen and women

familiar with its severd parts; it :U such a part, not in

Its basic potentialities, nor in its underlying necessities,

nor in its accurately formulated actuality, but simply in

its 1imme4iate relevance to human living in the mole and

fashion of such living in each region and each age. One can

ontrutt =PM sense with the task of a jmror; one cannot

ask it to formulate thQ laws of a colutry„ to argue cases

In its courts, to LL:cide on is us of procedure, and to

pass ,3cntence on ;.!riminals. Ono 'loos not have to be a scien-

tist to see tao color of litmus paper or to note the position

0
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of a needle on a dial; but one cannot rely on mere common

sense to devise eeperiments or to interpret their results.

Similarly, in philosophy, if One presupposes an independent-

ly established sat of philosophic concepts and positions,

then common sense en provide the factual boundary conditions

that decide between theoretical alternatives. But it is vain

to ask common sense to provide the philosoohic cencepts, to

formulate the coherent range of poseible positions, to set

the questions that can be anelecred by an appeal to common-

ly knorn facts. By deprecating theoretical understanding and

by eaconraeing a ride exercise of judemelt, common sense ec-

lecticism does what it cen to make philosophy obtuse and

superficial.

Fifthly, connon sense eclecticism cannot be criti-

cal, not only is common sense a variable but also it is sub-

ject to a d-ramatie, an egoistic, a group, anl a general bias.

Once the aim of philosophy ie brushed aside, once the re-

sources of tts naterel growth are ienored, once a vain pro-

gram of ineompetent judement is established, not only com-

mon sense but also its bias are in charge and they are there

to stay.Dietinct philosophies eeergo for the Changing tastes

and fie,hions of racial, economic, regional, national, cul-

tural., Tell.. ions, and anti-religious groups and even sub-

groups. Snice and orieinelity are added by the special brands

of common sense peculiar to psycho-neurotics, assertive

egoists, and aspiring romanticists. And if human society tires

of muddling through one crisis Into another, then there arises

the temptation that the only means to attain an effective

cnrerunity of norms and directives is to put the educational
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system, the press, the stage, the radio, and the churches,

under the supervision of a paternal government, to call

upon social engineers to ehaneel thought and condition feel—

ing, and to hold in reserve the implements that discipline

Tefractory minds and tongues. For common sense eclecticism

is incapable of criticizing common sense. It iv eot

by discouraeing theoretical uneIerstenr.ling that the polymer-

phism of hemen coevlciousness can be greeped, end it is not

by appealine to vdeat coemon sense finds obvious that the

correct meening of such terms as reality, knorlerlge, and

objectivity is to be reached.

40	 Dialeeqc

Whether one considers the deductive methods

that offer to function automatically or the guiding methods

that rest on the conviction that the subject cannot be ig—

nored, one is forced to the conclusion that philosophic

mmthod must concern itself with the structure and the aber-

rations of human cognitional process. Abstract deduction

yields to concrete; the use of eonerete deduction raises the

question of its own possibility; anl that poesibility is

found to lie in the genesis of a wisdom that is prior to

Metaphysics. Universal doubt heads for the same emptiness

as abstract deduction; empiricism seeks the concrete in

the obvious manner that proves mistaken in almost every res—

pect; and a•common sense use of judgment leaves philosophy

obtuse, superficial, and divided. /fight one not conclude,

then, that the method of philosophy lies in this very pro—

cess that turns positions into their contradictories only 
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to discover in ::uch reversal a new position that bfmets its

opposite to brine to birth a third position -Al th similar

consErLuences until through successive repett ti ,n  th,., total-

ity of positions and opposites forms a lialect ieel whole?

such, appro,cimately, was ileEolts InspirEition, in1 since

I venture to employ his term, dialectic, I iblea co:trained

to list the differences thb.t separat o his notilon from my own.

In the first place, 	 11eiy..31.41n dialectic

Is conceptualist, closed, necessitarian, and immanental. It

deals with determinate conceptual conterrts; its nuccessive

triadic sets of concepts are complete; the relaitIons of

opposition and sublation between concepts aro -pronouncod

necessary; an t the whole dialectic is elntai !led rdthin the

field defined by: thl concepts and their nets:malty relttions

of opposition alr', s:.iblation. In contrast, oi r o.-..-7,1tion is

'intellectualist, open, factual, and normative, It deals not

wi th de te nate conceptual contents but 1' itYn kieuristically

defined anticipations. .S.o far from fixing th,..) corlcepts that

will meet the anticipations, it awaits from) xialthre and from

history a succession sot tentative solutions, Iristen.d of

binding the L:e solutlons by necesy rela 't.inns, it regards

them as products of a cumulative succession nf insights and

it claims titat the succession follows neither 9 ulnique nor

a necessary path; for identical results can be reached by

different routes, and besides vulid develop-wits there are

aberrations. Finally, th appeal to heuristic strenctres,

to accumulating insights, to verdicts awaited from n:Aura

and history, goes outside the conceptual fle2d to acts of     

o)  
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understnding tilt rise upon experiences and are controlled

by critical refl.ection; and so • instead of an immallental

dialectic that =braces all positions and their opposites,

ours is a mnaative dialectic that discriminates between

adraace and aberration.

The foregoing differences have a common source.

Hegel endeavors to pour everything into the concept; 14401.0.

we regard concepts as by-products of the development of

understandtng anl place understanding itself in an inter-

mediate role between experience and critical reflection. It

follow that, that Hegel is bound to regard as conceptual,

we can interpret quite differently. Thus, liegolls notion of

betng is a rdnimum conceptual content that topeles over in-

to nothing, but our notion of being is the all-inclusive

heuristic anticipation issuing from an unrestricted desire

to know. ii1s _electical opposition is a contradiction

within thie conceptual field, but our dialectical opposition

is the conflict between the pure desire to know and other

human desires. Regells sublation is through a reconciling

third concept, but our development is both the accumulation

of insights moving to higher viewpoints and the reversal

of the aberrations that rere brought about by the inter-

ference of alien desire. Hegells absolute is a terminal

concept that generates no antithesis to be sublated in a

higher synthesis; we recognize a manifold of instances of

the virtually unconditioned, and through them attain know-

ledge of proportionate being in its distinctions and rela-

tions, Heel's concrete is an integrated whole of &terrain-



ate conceptual coatents, but our concrete is a prospective

totality- to be known by answering correctly the totality

of questions for intelligence and for reflection. Hence it

is that heeells lialectic is a universal and undifferentiated

tool: it i relevant in the same manner within logic Tith-

in nature or science, and within the realm of spirit. Our

dialectic is a restricted and differentiated tool: it is

relevant to human knowledge and to human Lctivities that

depend upon mowledge; it admits separate application to

psycho-neural problems, to the historical expalsion of

practical common sense, to the diversity of philosophic

methods and systems: but it does not lie rithin logic but

rather regards the movement from one logically formalized

position to another; and it has no relevance to perely natur-

al process.

Finally, from a genetic standpoint, Hegel's

dialectic has its origins in the Kantian reversal both of

the Cartesian realism of the res extensa and of the Cartes-

ian realism of the res coeitans: but where Kant did not break

completely with extroversion as objectivity, inasmuch as he

acknowledged things themselves that, though unknowable,

caused sensible impressions end appeared, Hegel took the

more forthright position that extroverted consciousness was

but an elementary state in the coming-to-be of mind; where

Kant considered the demand of reflective rationality for

the =conditioned to provide no more than a regulative Meal

that) 'when misunderstood, generates antinomies, Hegel affirm-

ed an identification of the real with a rationality that

nI‘ •
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moved eecessarily from theses through antitheses to higher

vntheses unLil the movement exhausted itself by embracing

everything  vinere Kant had restricted philosophy to a criti-

cal task, Hegel solght a new mode, distinct from Cartesian

deductivism, that would alloy' philosophy to take over the

functions and aspirations of universal knowledge. In con-

trast, we affirm the realism of the res cogi ans for human
f2t1•

A knowing; while the two realities as realities may be coin-

cident, the two knovings must be distinguished and kept a-

part; and it is failure to keep them apart that originates

the comomnt of aberration in our dialectic of philosophy.

Hence, we break completely from mere extroverted conscious-

ness, not because it is illusory, but because it Is confus-

ing and philosophically irrelevant. At the same time, a more
Að

thorough and precise account of heman knowing enablesAto

eliminate thl rigidity of the Kantian a Priori, to uncover

a grasp of the enconditimed as essential to ludornit, to

identify the notion of being with the drive of intelligent

Inquiry mad critical reflection, to define metaphysics by

the integral heuristic structure of this drive, and so to

conceive philosophy as universal knowledge without infring-

ing upon the autonomy either of empirical science or of

common sense. Finally, as will appear shortly, this pro-

cedure :yields a metaphysics that brings to contemporary

thought the wisdom of the Greeks and of the medieval School-

men, as reached by Aristotle and Aquinas, but purged of

every trace of antiquated science, formulated to integrate

not only the science of the present but also of the future,

and elaborated in accord with a method that makes it possible
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to reduce every dispute in the field of metaphysical specu-

lation to a question of clncrete psychological fact.

4.6	 §_c ent	 Pr	 °oh

As there is nothing to prevent a scientist from

being a man of common sense, so there is nothing to pre-

-vent him from being a philosopher. Indoed, the scientist's

dedication to truth and his habituation to the intellect-

ual pattern of eIperience are more than a propaedeutic to

philosophy: an if every mind by its inner unity demands

the integration of all it knows, the min of the scientist

will be impelled all the more forcibly to proceed to that

integration along a coarse that is at once economical and

effective.

In the past, the philosophic appetite of scien-

tists was satisfied4,. with a scientific monism. The

philosophies were regarded as misguided efforts to attain

the knowledge that science alone can bestow. Common sense

was considered a mere ignorance that the advance of science

and the legal enforcement of universal education soon would

eliminate. In this fashion, the integration of human know-

ledge was identified -with the unification of the sciences,

and that unification vas obtaifr by the simple device of

proclaiming that objectivity was extroversion, knoin,e was

taking a look, en4 the real was a subdivision of the

”already out there novfl. It follored that the universe

consisted of imaLjnable elements linked together in space

and time by natural laws; because the elements were imagin-

able, the universe was mechanist; because the laws were ne-
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cessary, the ledzanism was determinist. Mechanics, then,

was the one science, and thermodynamics, electromagnetism,

chemistry, biology, psychology, economics, politics, nnd

history were jut so mav• provisional, macroscoeic views

of a microecopic reality. Finally, to add a note on method,

it was unsuspected that there was involved an extra-scien-

tific suppositiaa in the pronouncement on the meaning of

objectivity, knowledge, and reality. That was far too ob-

vious to be questioned. It followed that to doubt mechanist

determinism was to doubt the validity of the sciences, and

so doubters wore summoned to explain which of the methods

or conclusions of the sciences they thought to be  !til e-taken,

From the incubus of this fallacy, t'eee more re-

cent develoPment of the sciences has been effecting a salu-

tary liberatiore Darwin introduced a type of explanation that

had its basis emt, in necessary laws but in probabilities.
.teee

Freud, despite his pewsanals-lesto mechanist determin-

ism, established the concept of psychogenic disease. Ein-

stein removed the space and time in which the imaginable

elements were imaeined to reside. Quantum mechanics removed

from science the relevance of any image of particles, or

waves, or continuous process. No less than his predecessors,

the contemporary scientist can obeerve and experiment, in-

quire and understand, form hypotheses aml verify them. But

unlike his predecessors, he has to think of knowledge, not

as taking a look, but as experiencing,. understanding, and

jleleing; he has to think of objectivity, not as mere extro-

version, but as experiential, normative, and tending towards

an absolute: imehas to think of the real, not as a part of  

et. 0
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the "already out there noes but as the verifiable. Clear-

ly-, the iwarined as imagined can be verified onl7 by actual

seeing, and so there is no verifiable image of the elements

of mechanism. Moreover, pilot science does verify, does not

lie in any particular affirmations, which are never more

than approyinato; what science verifies is to be found in

general affirmations, on which ranges of ranges of.particul-

ar affirnations converge with an accuracy that increases

with the precision of measurements anl rith the elimination.

of probable errors.

Still, this is only one aspect of the matter.

Scientific monism not only identified science with nhiloso-

phy but alo concluded that the method of science must be

the method of philosophy. Thile this implication cannot be

challenged as lov, as its premisA stands, the beak-down

of the premisA cunnot be expected to transform the long-es-

tablished habits of mind that were generated and nourished

by the conclusion. Only through a positive accumulation of

nevi insights can scientists be expected to grasp the differ-

ences between the methods of emp.rical science and the method

that must be followed if the detached and disinterested de-

sire to know is to attain at integrated view' of the universe.

Accordfurly, though most of the present book bears on this

issue, it will not be amiss, I think, to indicate and to ex-

plain briefly the differences of method that commonly lead

scientists to find philosophy baffling, repellent, or absurd.

Thl basic difference is that scientific

method is prinr to scientific work and independent of par-

ticular scientific results, but philosophic method is coin-
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cident with philosophic work and so stands or falls with

the success or failure of a particular philosophy. This

difference leads the scientist to conclude that it is non-

sense to talk abollt a rohilosophic method and that the plain

fact is tht.t piiilosophy has no method at all. No,:v?there is

no use disputing about names, there is a point to under-

standing just where differences lie. At least in a general—

ized sense, there is a method if there is an intelligible

set of directives that lead from a starting-point& that

may be assurne4 to a goal that is to be obtained. In this

generalized sense., both science and philosophy possess

method. In a specialized sense, there is a method if the

same intelligible set of directives will lead to a variety

of different goals, In this specialized sense, s cience has

a method and p.hilosophy has not. The first reason for this

difference is that there are many particular sciences and

,,:x4ch of them deals T-Tith a variety of objects but there is

only one integrated view of one universe and ve there is

only one set of directives that had to it. The second rea—

son for	 differeace is that the sciences	 noncerned

to assign det'..minate conceptual contents to fill empty heur-

istic structures, so that t h e. same methoci leads successive—

ly to a series of different deterzninat.4,onsl on the other

hand, philosophy obtains its integrated vieu of a single

universe, not by determining the contents that fill heur—

istic structures, but by relating the heristic structures

to one a,1ther. I3cause of these differences in their ob—

jectives, scientific method stands to scientific conclusions

as a genetic Universal to generated particulars, but
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philosophic method stands to philosophic conclusions as the

genesis to the attainment of a single. all-inclusive view.

In the second place, scientists are repelled by the

failure of philosophers to reach a single, precise, univer-

sally accepted, techeicalelanguage. They point out the sim-

plicity of this device and the enormous benefits it has

conferred on science. They lament the obtuseness of philoso-

phers in overlooking so necessary a procedure, and they de-

plore their wrong-headedness in clinging to equivocal and

even literary usage. Perhaps, however, they will grant that

the desired technical language of philosophy must be compat-

ible with the problems of philosophy. It would be absurd to

demand that modern chemists express their thought in terms

of Aristotle's four elements, and similarly it would be ab-

surd to provide philosophers with a lsnguage that was in-

capable of expressing their thought. Further, the polymor-

phism of human consciousness seems relevant to the problems

of philosephy, for philosophy is concerned with knovledge,

reality, an objectivity, and these terms take on different

meanings as consciousness shifts from one pattern or blend

of patterns of experience to another. But the meaning of

every other term changes rith changes in the meaning of

the terms, knowledge, reality, objectivity, for the func-

tion of all language is to express presumptive kaowledge of

presumptive reality and affirm or deny the objectivity of

the knowledge. Accordingly, the fundamental task in working

out an appropriate techsical laagusge for philosophy would

be to explore the range of meanings that may .beeissumed by
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the basic variables, knowledge, reality, and objectivity-.

There voiall follow the compleventary task of selecting the

range of different combinations of particular values of

the three basic variables and of showing how each combina-

tion modified the meaning of th,e remaininr terms of phlleoso-

phy. Thie71 of course, would be a lengthy procedure aril

allowance would helve to be made for differeaces of opinion

on the manner in 'which variations in the basic combinations

modified the meaning of the remaining terms, Finally, two

further points nest be mentioned. There would be the problem

of discovering what logicians call the meta-language in

which one would express with technical accuracy just 7:hat

is meant V the polymorphiem of human consciousness, and

by different meanings in the ranges of the basic vartables.

There also mould be the difficulty of exelaining to people

as they are before they begia philosophy just mhat is meant

by the terms and syntax of this meta-language and, at the

same time, of convincing them, as well as those with pnilo-

sophic opinions of a different color and shade, that the

polymorfteisth of human consciousness is the one and only key

to philosophy. It would seem that this preliminary task

woulei Iveve to be conducted in literary language despite its

eglivocations: and as the performance of the preliminary

task has to be adapted continuously to the charwing mental-

ity of successive generations, it seems unlikely that a

philosoOly, vhich integrates the personal knovleige of liv-

ing and changing minds, will ever be able to wrap itself

completely in the restful cocoon of a technical language,

0
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In brief, while enormous advantages are to be derived from

a technical lenguage in exploiting what is already known,

the problems of contemporary philosophy are net problems

of exploitation.

A -third difficIlty of scientists, when they turn

to philosophic problems, is psycholcuical. Ve are accus-

tomed to thin!.c of scientists as pioneers in a novel and

daring adveritare of exploration, but the fact is theA modern

.science has had four centuries in whioh to develop a tradi-

tionalist mentality, Again, there is e screening ambiguity

to contemporary usage of the word, belief. If a moron reads

in his nevsmer that energy is equal to the product of the

mass by the square of the velocity of light, we are not in-

clined to say that his accc)pthnce is mere belief, for after

all \hat Science says is not belief but knmledge. Horever,

if we care to be accurate, the difference between knorledge

and belief lies not in the object but in the attitude of

the subject. Kneeing is affirming what one correctly under-

stands in mets own experiaace. Belief is accepting what we

are told by others on whom we reasonably rely. Now e,Jary

conclusion of' science is known by several scientists, but

the vast afil cueulative collaboration of the scientific

tradition wooll be impossible if every conclusion of science

had to be known by every scientiqt. For each science is an

extensive array of elements of information and correlation,

and the scientific attitude is not to spend one's life check-
s

ing over vihat was settled by one's predecessors but to pro-

ceed from this basis to further discoveries.

o)a
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The theoretical and pnactical training of a scientist aims

at bringing him abreast of present knowledge and enabling

him to carry on the ,,vork.. He must un:lerstand how informa-

tion was acquired, that type of evidence went to the deter-

mination of definitions, formulae, constants, srtems, how

he might test and, if meld should arise, successfully chal-

lenge past or current views. But no effort is made to enable

each Scientist to recaIdtulate within his on experience,

understanding, and reflection, the whole development of the

science. On the clntrary, the effort that is made is to

convince him how reasonably he may rely on past results; oa

the one hand, there are the specimens of scientiric method

that he witnesses in class demonstrations and, more intim-

ately, in his own laboratory work; and oa the other hand,

there is the general argument that, ,Ahatever is wrong in

any accepted view, will come to light sooner or later, not

by reliving the past, but by using it as a premise for fur-

ther investigation. Belief, then, is aa essential moment in

Sc
	

tific collaboration. It is variable in its extent. It

is provisional. It is subject to checking and control. It

is quite reasonable. But the reasonableness of belief does

not make it knowledge, and thc! extent, to which belief is

essential in the scientific tradition) disposes and con-

ditions the minds of scientists in a manner that ill equips

them for philosophy.

For while philosophy has had its traditional

schools from the days, it seems, of Pythagoras, still the

schools have proliferated. Instead of a single tradition

with distinct departments as in science, philosophy has been

o)
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a cumulative multiplication of distinct and opposed tradi-

tions, or	 there anything surprising about this mntrast.

For in science a single method operates towards a varimty

of different goals, but in philosophy a sinu,le all-inclusive

goal is sought by as many different methods as arise from

different orientations of the historically developing hut

polymorphic consciousness of man. Hence, while a scieltirt

is reasonable in entering into the scientific tradition and

carrying on its work, a philosopher cannot be Teasonaltle on

the same terms; he has to become familiar with different

traditions; he has to find grounds for deciding betreem

them: and it is the reasonableness of that decision on

which will rest the reasonableness of his collaboration with-

in any single tradition. It follows that, while tip': reason-

ableness of each scientist is a consec!lence of th. reason-

ableness of all, the philosoOtorls reasonableness is g:roonded

on a personEl commitment and on personal knowle,dge. For the

issues in philosophy cannot be settled by looking up a hand-

book, by appealing to a set of experiments performed so

painstakingly by so-and-so, by referring to the masterful

presentation of overwhelming evidence in some famous work.

Philosophic evidence is within the philosopher himself. It

is his own inability to avoid experience, to renounce In-

telligence in inquiry, to desert reasonableness In reflec-

tion. It is his own detached, disinterested desire to loow.

It is his own advertence to the polymorphism of his own con-

sciousness. It is his own insight into the manme!r in which

insights accumulate in mathematics, in the empirical sciences,
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in the myriad instances of common sense. It is his own

grasp of the dialectical unfolding of his own desire to

know in its conflict with other desires that provides the

key to his on philosophic development and reveals his own

potentialities to adopt the stand of any of the tradition-

al or of the new philosophic schools. Philosophy is the

flowering of the individual's rational consciousness in

its coming to know and take possession of itself. To that

event, its traditional schools, its treatises, and its

history are but contributions; and without that event they

are stripped of real significance.

It is this aspect of personal development and

personal commitment that the scientist turning to philoso-

phy is, perhaps, most likely to overlook. Spontaneously, he

will be attracted by the range of recent philosophies that

rast on tho successive attempts to formulate a syTbolic

logic, for a deductivism offers the security of an imoer-

sonal and automatically expanded position. Spontaneously,

he will seek a ne,e integration of the sciences in works

written by ialividual scientists or by commissions of

scientists, for he is accustomed to believing scientists

and hopes for a new philosophy that can be named not 'philoso-

phy but science. In the light of his antecedents, such

tendencies are explained easily enough, but the explanation

does not reveal then to be reasonable. As has been seen, the

attractions of deductivism have been fat before, and ab-

stract deductivimm proved to be empty, concrete deductivism

turned out to beg the question, and transcendental deductiv-
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ism revealed itself too crude an instrument to deal with

the complexity of ieveloping intelligence. Nor can any hope

be entertained that the unification of the sciences will

be effected correctly becaese it is the work of scientists.

They are not made of a different clay from mere philosophers.

They are not exempt from the polymorphism of human conscious-

ness. They are not to be expected to escupe involvement in

the ambiguities that reside In such terms as knowledge,

reality, objectivity.

To conclude, philosophy has been fertilized

repeatedly by scientific. achievement. But it 1uld seem

a mistake to expect that philosophy should conform to the

method, to the linguistic technique, or to the grolp men-

tality of the scientist. The contribution of science arid

of scientific method to philosophy lies in a unique ability

to supply philosophy with instances of the heuristic struc-

tures which a metaphysics integrates into a 'single view

of the concrete universe.
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